Can quantitative regional myocardial dynamics contribute to the differential diagnosis of acute stress cardiomyopathy?
Acute stress-induced cardiomyopathy has excessive sympathetic stimulation, microvascular dysfunction similar to hypertension. Regional prominence of left ventricular (LV) septal base and stress-induced LV hypercontractility are the particular features of both acute and chronic stress-related conditions. Novel imaging methods have shown that stress-induced cavity dilation and myocardial wall abnormalities can be a reflection of underlying previous exaggerated hypertensive episodes due to sympathetic overdrive, which results in microvascular dysfunction. Hypertension-mediated chronic stress due to increased after load episodes is possibly the main reason for blunted LV myocardial wall motion capability in patients with stress-related exaggerated hypertension. In this short report, we discussed the interrelation of myocardial dynamics and stress-induced exaggerated hypertension episodes. In addition, quantitative echocardiographic methods which previously were used for description of particular features including LV regional dynamics in hypertensive heart disease can be an option in differential diagnosis of potential cases of acute stress-induced cardiomyopathy.